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Fee Schedule Tip Sheet  
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Which link should I use, the code search or the downloadable file? 
We recommend that you use the Procedure Code Search as this is always the most up to date. 

 

Where can I determine if an authorization is required?  
The indicators box once you have searched the codes is where you can determine if authorization is 
needed. The indicator name will be listed as Prior Authorization. The indicator value is in the next 
column, and it will say yes or no. There may be multiple prior auth indicators so be sure you have the 
most recent one via the dates in the following columns.   

Is there more than one prior authorization box? 
There may be more than one prior authorization indicator box you will want to determine it is the most 
current one with the most current start date. The end date may read 12/31/2999, a default date used to 
indicate that the prior authorization indicator is still current.  Also take note that is some cases the PA 
indicator is claim type specific an example would be an outpatient surgery may not require an 
authorization however the professional claim does require an authorization.  

 

Where can I see what modifiers are allowed with a specific code?  
There is a specific associated modifiers box below the indicators box. This will tell you whether the 
modifier is included or excluded. Modifier can sometimes make a difference if an authorization is 
needed. 

 

https://wyomingmedicaid.com/portal/fee-schedules
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